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Introduction
We are now well into summer - the sea lettuce is growing on the base 
below the bridge, sea kale has sprouted and the fresh samphire is juicy. 
This issue updates you on pond issues which, I am pleased to say, whilst 
each is serious in its own right, are not in the critical category.

See you at the Summer Party,

Nick Madinaveitia – Chairman
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Wildlife report
The Greater Black Backed Gulls (GBBG) have nested and are raising two 
chicks on the large raft. They are in control of the pond's air space and 
fiercely protect it from any threats they perceive.  The other day a heron 
was attacked in flight and had to retreat to a tree in a back garden to 
recuperate. They have been seen attacking a small gull in the air, playing 
with it in the water and then devouring it.

Egrets appear from time to time but skulk in the
shallows for a few minutes and then magically
disappear.  Their scaring away much of the bird
population raises mixed feelings – should we
abandon the attempts to exclude them or accept that
they are here to stay? No doubt we will have a
spirited debate at the Annual General Meeting in
October with those in favour of the smaller bird
population returning on one side and GBBG supporters on the other..

The pond has plenty of fish in it – there are shoals of mullet and on a quiet 
evening sea trout break the surface.  In the shallows, particularly along the 
main road, there are shoals of this year's small fry.

The EA is taking a greater interest in the wildlife and has improved their 
recently built eel by-pass at the Constant Spring sluice to make it even 
more inconspicuous.

Infrastructure
The pond and its banks continue to be in good condition apart from the 
sluice and its apron. Their repair and a possible weir are part of the 
ongoing discussions with the Environment Agency (EA) and West Sussex 
County Council.

Lower Ems River Management Group
The group has been meeting regularly and is waiting for the Environment 
Agency's consultants to release their Lower Ems Appraisal Report. 
Various elements are underway in advance of its release.
The bank along Peter Pond fronting Lumley Road is now complete apart 
from resolving some technical issues.
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Lumley Cottages protection

Phase 1 of the works has been completed and the dwarf protection wall in 
front of the cottages blends in so well that it is almost invisible.  

Wall along the Lumley Stream bank
Foundation works                                                           Completed

Phase 2 – the bridge works in front of the Rose Cottages – due to start 
towards the end of the summer to complete the raising of the river bank. 
Improvements to the Brook Meadow South field and Gooseberry Cottage 
bank are about to commence and the EA will be re-furbishing the outfall 
structure.  

Phase 3 – The design and detail of the bank to the rear is pending the Ems 
Appraisal Report.

Some LERMG Members 
(left to right)

Alan Dawkins (Lumley Cottages), Asad Abbas (EA), Jennifer Rye (Brook Meadow), Andy Traves 
(OPUS), Ian Stevenson (Lumley Cottages), Sandra James (WSCC), Peter O'Hea (Lumley 
Cottages), Kevin McKnay (WSCC), Clare Mansell (Constant Spring),Nick Madinaveitia (SMPPA), 
John Smith (EA)
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Summer Party
Thanks to the hospitality of Jan and David Urry we plan to hold our 
Annual Party in the garden of “Sailaway”, 59 Slipper Road Emsworth on 
Sunday 19th July at 4pm. subject to weather, as always. Further details will 
be sent out nearer the date.

Dolphin Quay
We have not heard about any further about the Planning Application.

Spring Talk
Friday 20th March 2015  David Urry shared his memories and 
recollections of the Slipper Mill and Pond area over the last 75 years with 
a large and keenly interested audience. He illustrated his talk with old 
photographs, followed by up to date photographs, of the same building or 
area. His combination of anecdotes, knowledge of the Pond and 
surroundings proved to be a highly effective way of showing how much 
times have changed! Everybody thanked David for making it a very 
enjoyable and enlightening evening!

Photographic Competition

The Winners Runners up

The Maurice Broomfield Photographic Competition is now in its fourth 
year. It was again supported by six local schools, Emsworth Primary 
School, St James Primary School, Thorney Island CP School, Southbourne
Junior School, Westbourne Primary School and Funtington Primary 
School.
This year the theme was changed to ‘River and Pond Life’ and the ‘open’ 
category was re-introduced. The judges received a good selection of 
photographs in both categories and the photographs were all displayed in 
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the Emsworth Community Centre over the Bank Holiday weekend as part 
of the Emsworth Arts Trail.

Overall prize winners in both the open category and
the themed categories were children from 
Funtington Primary School. Children from 
Southbourne Junior School, Westbourne Primary 
School and Funtington Primary School also won 
the year group categories.

Lizzie Dymock, Jeff and Gill Thatcher, Jenny Tyson
and Gavin Millar were thanked for all their hard
work and to the Co-op for sponsoring the
refreshments at the private viewing for the entrants
and their families.

Work Parties

Spring:

We have completed our Spring Work Party and offer a huge thank you to 
all volunteers and caterers. Shrubs and hedges were weeded and the very 
large Eleagnus towards the north end of Slipper Road was cut down to 
size. This improved sight lines and made the shrub much easier to maintain
in the future. 

Reeds: 

Regrettably the common reeds have re-invaded parts of the East Bank and 
need attention. The specialist certified contractor we used before has been 
contacted to assist. In addition if the grass along the edge of Slipper Road  
gets out of control cutting back will be needed.  We will keep you posted.
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 Dinner Time - Fola Odofin3

Take Off - Jamie Drew 

Mallard Pair - Scarlett Vinten

Open category winner - Jamie Morgan



Pond clearing

Several members made an expedition to collect debris from the bottom of 
the head of the pond and retrieved sand bags and a “No Waiting Zone”sign
that some irate motorist must have thrown in disgust

-o0o-
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Dates for your Diary   
4pm 19th July Sunday Summer Party

tba Saturday Autumn Work Parties

16th October Friday Annual General Meeting

20th  November Friday Annual Dinner, Brookfield Hotel.

Contacts:
General: Nick Madinaveitia 01243 377749

Treasurer: Mark Phillips 01243 376756

Membership & Social Events Betty Smith 01243 371576

Wildlife: The Downland Surgery 01243 377141

RSPCA 01239 667541

Environment Agency
Pollution

Flood line

0845 9881188

0800 807060

Publications
All on sale to support the Association.

Please contact Betty Smith if you wish to purchase the Bird Book, Notelets
or Cards
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